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ABSTRACT 
The problem of generating a matrix A with specified eigenvalues, which maps a 
given set of vectors of another given set, is presented. An existence theorem is given 
and proved. A stable algorithm for producing the matrix A is discussed. The relation 
between this problem and the pole assignment problem in control theory is investi- 
gated. The application of this problem in the design of neural networks is discussed. 
0 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the following matrix inverse eigenvalue problem 
(MIEP): Given two sets of real n-vectors {x1, xp, . . . , XJ and (yl, ya, . . . , yJ, 
p < 12, an d an arbitrary set of complex numbers _F = {A,, A,, . . . , A,,}, find a 
real n X n matrix A such that 
Axi = yi, i = 1,2 ,..., p, (1) 
and the spectrum of A 
p(A) =T, (2) 
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where we assume the set {xi, xq, . . . , 
closed under complex conjugation, i.e. 
XJ is linearly independent and 9 is 
hE_P - ii E_!z. (3) 
The prototype of this problem initially arose in the design of Hopfield neural 
networks, where only the case of p = 1 was concerned [6]. In Section 2, an 
existence theorem is presented, which gives a sufficient condition for the 
existence of A using some system-stabilizing techniques from control theory. 
In the proof of this theorem, the following basic concepts and a theorem 
from control theory are needed. 
A pair of matrices, an n X n matrix A and a full-rank 1 X n matrix C, 
where 1 < n, is said to be completely observable if the observability matrix 
has full rank n, which is equivalent to the matrix 
A - .sl, 
[ 1 C 
(4) 
(5) 
being of full rank for each eigenvalue s of A. We also call the matrix (5) the 
observability matrix. A pair of matrices, an n X n matrix A and a full-rank 
n X m matrix B, where m < n, is said to be completely controllable if and 
only if the pair of A’ and Bf is completely observable. 
The following theorem is well known. 
THEOREM 1 (Wonham [12]). For any giuen _Y’, ifthe pair ofA E Rnx” 
and C E R”” is completely observable, then there is a real n X 1 matrix K 
such that 
p( A + KC) =_Y’. (6) 
Also, if the pair A E R”‘” and B E R”“” i.s completely controllable, then 
there is a real m X n matrix K .such that 
p(A+BK)=L?. (7) 
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The proof of the existence theorem also gives a method for generating the 
matrix A. In this method the MIEP is first converted to a pole assignment 
problem (PAP) in control theory, then several existing approaches may be 
applied to solve this problem. 
The discussion in Section 4 shows that there is a close relation between 
the PAP problem and the MIEP problem. The application of the MIEP 
problem in the design of additive neural networks is discussed in Section 4. 
In Section 5 two direct methods are presented. One of them can produce 
a robust solution (one which is not sensitive to changes in data), while the 
other needs less calculation for obtaining A. 
2. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
Let X = [x, x2 *** xp], Y = [y, yz *** ~~1, and Xt be the Moore- 
Penrose generalized inverse of X (see [2]). We now can state the main 
theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose X is of full rank. Then the MZEP problem is 
solvable for any 2? if the matrix Y - SX is of full rank for s E p( YX +). 
Proof. Equation (1) gives 
Ax = Y. (8) 
Therefore 
A = YX+ + W, (9) 
where W is any n X n matrix such that WX = 0. We do QR decomposition 
for X. 
x= [Ol 021 f , [ I 
where [0, O,] is an orthogonal matrix and R is a p X p invertible matrix. It 
is easy to see that the columns of 0, span the orthogonal complement of the 
subspace spanned by columns of X and W = 20; for some n X (n - p) 
matrix Z. Thus (9) can be written 
A = YX+ + ZO;. (11) 
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If we can prove the matrix pair of YX + and 0; is completely observable, 
then from Theorem 1, the proof is complete. Notice that the rank of the 
observability matrix 
YX+ - sz, 
[ 1 0: 
is the same as that of 
[ 
y;sx zny,,] = j”+--“j[x 02]. 
(12) 
(13) 
The conclusion now follows from the assumption of the theorem. W 
Since (see Horn and Johnson [4, 53-541) 
det(sZ, - YXt) = s”-Pdet(sZr - XtY), (14) 
we need to check the rank of Y - sX only for s = 0 and for eigenvalues of a 
smaller matrix X+Y. 
For a matrix to have full rank is a “black-and-white” concept. It is 
oversimplifying to describe an MIEP problem as solvable if it is close to an 
unsolvable neighbor. In terms of the numerical determination of the rank of 
Y - sX, it is well known that different error tolerances will produce different 
answers. To overcome these problems we can introduce solvability measures 
for MIEP problems, which are similar to controllability measures in control 
theory. For details one can refer to [B] and [9]. 
There are several methods for generating Z. Some of them are not 
numerically stable. Kautsky, Nichols, and Van Dooren first introduced the 
robust pole assignment problem [5] and presented a stable method for 
producing Z. Later on Byers and Nash [l] extended this work and developed 
a more accurate and economical algorithm. Li and Chu [7] also developed a 
robust algorithm for the output feedback pole assignment problem. 
When solving the MIEP problem it is not necessary to convert it to a PAP 
problem. Inspired by the ideas initiated by Kautsky et al. [5], in Section 5 we 
shall present a direct algorithm for generating the robust solution of the 
MIEP problem. 
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3. POLE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS 
In the main theorem we convert the MIEP problem to a pole assignment 
problem, then derive a condition for the MIEP problem being solvable. 
Interestingly, a pole assignment problem can also be converted to an MIEP 
problem. 
Let A E Rnx” and C E RIXn be a completely observable pair. We 
assume that C is of full rank as before. The QR decomposition for C 
u: c=[s 01 u’ 
[ 1 2 (15) 
gives Us whose columns form the orthogonal complement of the subspace 
spanned by the rows of C. Also we have Ct = U,S’. As the pair of A and C 
is completely observable, and [Ct u,] is of full rank, so too is the matrix 
(16) 
Thus the matrix AU, - sU2 is of full rank, and from Theorem 2, there is a 
matrix A with 
AU, = AU, and p(A) =_Y. (17) 
The K matrix then can be obtained through the equation 
K= (&A)C+. (18) 
The following direct calculations show that K is the required matrix 
A+KC=A+(A-A)C+C 
=A + (A-A)U,U,t 
= A + (A - A)(Z, - U,U;) 
=A- (&A)U,U; 
= A. (19) 
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A similar result can be obtained for the state feedback PAP problem which 
finds a matrix K such that p( A + BK) =_!Y given the matrices A and B. 
4. THE DESIGN OF THE NEURAL NETWORKS 




- -aiui + k wijgj(uj) + pi, i = l,...,n, (20) 
j= 1 
where gi is a squashing function which is strictly increasing (g; > 0) and 
approaching fixed limits for large negative and positive values of uj, wij is the 
connection coefficient between the ith and jth neurons, and pi is the 
constant input to the ith neuron [3]. The equivalent matrix form of (20) is 
du 
- = -Au + Wg(u) + p, 
dt (21) 
whereu = [ur,us,.. 
A = diag(a,, a2,. . . , 
’ 3 “,,I*> w = Cwij>a g(u) = [glC”l)> g,C”,), * * *) g,(U,,)lf3 
a,,}, and p = [p,,p,,..., phlt. In a design problem, 
given A, gi, p, and a point u* E R”, W is to be found such that the network 
has the point u* as a stable equilibrium. As the derivative of u with respect to 
t at u* equals zero, we have 
-Au* + Wg(u*) + p = 0. (22) 
Since u = u* is a stable solution, the Jacobian of the system at this point, 
J = -A + WG,,, (23) 
where G, = diag{ g;(u* ), gk(u* ), . . . , grL(u* )}, should be stable, that is, its 
eigenvalues should be in the left half plane. Combining with (221, one obtains 
JGn ’ g( u* ) = Au* - AG,‘g(u*) - p, 
or simply 
Jx = y> 
where x = G, ’ g<u*) and y = Au* - AG,T’g(u*) - p. 
(24 
(25) 
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If L? is chosen so that each element has a negative real part, then 
determining J with p(J) =L? b ecomes an MIEP problem. The required W 
can be calculated through the equation 
W = (J + A)G,-i. (26) 
5. DIRECT METHODS 
5.1. An Explicit Formula for Calculating A 
From the existence theorem in Section 2, if the matrix Y - SX is of full 
rank, then the MIEP problem is solvable. A sufficient condition for Y - sX 
to be of full rank is that the 2p vectors xi, yi, i = 1,2, . . . , p, form a linearly 
independent set in R”, or rank([ X Y 1) = 2p. 
THEOREM 3. If p < n/2 and the combined set of vectors xi and yL, 
i = 1,2,. . . , p, is linearly independent, then the MZEP is solvable and a 
required mutrir is explicitly given by Equations (27)-(30). 
Proof. We construct a block-diagonal matrix A, E Rnx” as follows: if 
the total number 2 y of complex eigenvalues is not greater than 2 p, 
otherwise, 
Without loss of generality we can assume that any conjugate pair of numbers 
in L? appears in the same 2 X 2 block. It should be noted that the matrix A, 
is real under this arrangement and p(A,) =L?. 
Since the set of vectors (x,, yi, . . . , xp, y, 1 is linearly independent, there 
are n - 2p n-vectors zi, z2,. . . , z,_Zp in R” such that the extended set of n 
n-vectors 
{xI,y,,...,xI,,y~,z1,z2 1.1.1 z,-QJ 
is still linearly independent. Thus the matrix 
T = [xi YI “’ xr> y, zi z2 *” zn-zp] (29) 
is nonsingular. 
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We claim that the matrix 
A = TAdT-’ (30) 
is the required one. As A is similar to A,, we have p(A) = p( Ad) =_fZ. 
Direct calculations give that 
Axi = yj, i = 1,2 ,..., p. ?? (31) 
Although this theorem provides a rather simple method to obtain the 
matrix A, unfortunately it needs the strong assumption rank([ X Y 1) = 2p. 
Furthermore, it may produce numerically unstable solutions. If two eigenval- 
ues in the same block, say A, and A,, are very close, then the eigenvalues of 
the computed 2 X 2 matrix block 
will be very sensitive to the perturbations in the data. In fact 
diag{ A,, h2} = PPIA,,,P, (32) 
where P= [ !; !‘I], and the Frobenius condition number of P, 
k,(P) = 
2 + IAll + lA212 
IA,-All ’ 
which is an upper bound of the rate of change of the eigenvalues by the 
Bauer-Fike theorem [l], is large. Also, when the angles between the column 
vectors in [ X Y ] are too small, T will be ill conditioned (see [ 1 l]), regardless 
of the selection of zi, i = 2p + 1,. . . , n. Let 
S = diag( [ “‘, ill,..., [ y; A~I’ll_--,I], 4 Gp, (33) 
or 
S=diag{[^; ^;I ,..., [:; ‘~I’].I ,..., I), 9>p. (34) 
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Then we have TAdT-’ = TSR(TS)-‘, and the condition number of the 
transformation matrix TS gives an upper bound on the rate of change of the 
eigenvalues with respect to the perturbations in the data. 
The following algorithm is preferable. 
5.2. A Robust Algorithm 
In this subsection the conditions for the MIEP to be solvable, as given in 
Theorem 1, are assumed to hold. Also it is assumed that A is diagonalizable 
and 
where A = diag{ A,, A,, . . 
Let 
A = VAV-‘, (35) 
*> A,} and Aj ~3. Equation (8) gives 
AV’X = v-ly. (88) 
v-i = [Vi&, . . . ,““I”. (37) 
Then we have v:( A, X - Y ) = 0, or vi E Null((& X - Y )“>. By the Bauer- 
Fike theorem the insensitivity of the eigenvalues of A to perturbations in the 
data is related to the condition number of V or V-l. A smaller condition 
number of V gives greater insensitivity. So the robust solution can be 
obtained by minimizing the condition number of V- ‘. The algorithm consists 
of three basic steps: 
Step 1. Find an orthogonal basis si, si, . . . , si, of the null space of 
(AiX - Y)’ for each Ai. 
Step 2. Select vectors vi = Cwiksi such that V-’ = [vi, v2,. . . , v,]’ is 
well conditioned. 
Step 3. Calculate A through A = VAV-‘. 
For detailed numerical methods to implement the above algorithm one 
can refer to the papers of Kautsky et al. [5], Byers et al. [l], and Li et al. [7]. 
One thing should be pointed out. In step 2, in order to get a real matrix 
A, when A, = hj one has to select vi = Vj. Let E(i, j) be a matrix generated 
by interchanging the ith and the jth row of the n x n identity matrix Z,. If 
there is only one complex pair ( Ai, A$ with Ai = hj in 9, then one obtains 
-- 
x= VAV’ = VE(i,j)nE(i, j)V-’ = VAV-1 = A. (38) 
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So A is real. One can show that, using this rule for the selection of vi for the 
case of multiple pairs of complex numbers, this is also true. 
Interestingly, the procedure discussed in this section is equivalent to 
solving the MIEP by first converting it to a PAP problem and then applying 
the robust algorithm of Kautsky et al. [5]. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper the problem of generating a matrix A with specified 
eigenvalues, which maps a given set of vectors to another given set, has been 
presented. An existence theorem was given and proved. Methods for obtain- 
ing A with their respective advantages and disadvantages were presented and 
illustrated with applications to the design of neural networks. 
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